Seeking: Teacher Consultant
All Belong is seeking a Teacher Consultant to work with schools and facilitate strong relationships with schools
and patrons of inclusive Christian education. This person will be a member of All Belong’s team of highly
experienced Teacher Consultants, reporting to the director of school services. This person could start in August
2021 or earlier if available, and may be able to co-create a schedule of part- to full-time employment, in
conversation with All Belong.

Job Description
Serve as the primary representative for All Belong with your client schools, building loyalty and cultivating
a long-term relationship.
Promote All Belong’s best practices and inclusive perspective among current and potential schools.
Contribute best practices and resources to be discussed and shared among All Belong staff members.
Understand and speak to the wide range of All Belong standards, drawing from your colleagues’ expertise
to promote best practices in schools.
Serve as a link between the school and All Belong evaluation services encouraging use of evaluations and
adding insight throughout the process as well as following up.
Provide thought leadership in specialty areas and potentially share such leadership via public speaking at
in-services and conferences.

Duties and Responsibilities
Schedule and make on-site visits to your assigned client schools with follow-up as appropriate.
Regularly contact client schools to share All Belong resources and announcements or to send other
applicable resources.
Participate in monthly Teacher Consultant Meetings and collaborate to develop and improve upon
existing resources.
Keep on the forefront of evidence—based best practices in education, particularly in the area of special
education

Qualifications and Attributes

Robust experience as a special educator in an inclusive setting
State certification in special education
Strong ability to partner with a wide variety of people and navigate various educational environments
Potential for travel for client services or professional development.
Desire to grow public speaking ability and strong skills in written and verbal instruction
Comfort with technology and video conferencing
Bachelor’s degree in education is required; a master’s degree and endorsements are strongly preferred.
To apply, please send your cover letter, resume, and statement of faith to Sharon Ward at info@allbelong.org.

